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AN ARCHITECTS PLAN FROM THEBES 
BY N. DE GARIS DAVIES 
IN the winter of 1913 I purchased from a vendor of DraC Abu'l Naga, Thebes, a 
board, measuring eleven inches by nine, which I afterwards presented to the Metro- 
politan Museum, New York. The somewhat coarse-grained wood is covered thinly on 
one side with ivory-coloured stucco having a very smooth face, such as is used for writing- 
tablets. On this a design, a tracing of which is reproduced herewith (P1. XXXVIII), 
has been drawn in red and black inks by a practised hand. The board seems to be 
complete on the right hand. On the left another breadth, presumably of the same 
size, was originally attached to this by connecting slats at the back, as is testified 
by two holes into which wooden pegs have been driven. The finders have also sawed 
off fragments at the top and bottom which seemed to them to be blank and therefore 
superfluous'. 
From the character of the board and the script, as well as the severe neatness of 
the drawing, I should assign the object to the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty 
and judge it to be an architect's plan of an estate, real, imaginary or projected. It 
is always difficult in such cases to decide which is more likely. Nearly all objects 
found at Thebes are funerary in origin, but this is not the case apparently with any 
plans with which this is comparable. If it came from a tomb, it may have served to 
perpetuate the plan of the deceased's earthly home, actual or idealized, with a view to 
reproduction in the life beyond; or it might have been deposited there as a copy of 
the title deeds to family possessions, since the picture has no resemblance at all to a 
tomb site. In the former case the meticulous measurements may be exact; or they 
may only serve to give an air of verisimilitude to a fictitious plan, as the numbers of 
the herds and possessions of the dead often do in early tombs. 
It is wiser, however, to regard this as an architect's plan, seriously plotted from an 
existing estate or made with a view to laying one out. In the latter case there would 
be no reason for these minute measurements. Even cubits, or cubits and hand-breadths, 
1 I take the trees in the main avenue as an indication how the board is to be held. The water 
too is likely to be in the foreground and therefore put lowest in the drawing. The boards can scarcely 
have been held together by one slat. If there were three and the two holes mark the central one, the 
board would be at least 20 inches high. A legend above the centre, by being written upside down, confirms 
this dimension, as it would then be nearer the upper end. 
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AN ARCHITECT'S PLAN FROM THEBES 
would then have amply sufficed; whlereas in reproducing existing features records to 
within an inch or two would be quite reasonable. The measuring cord or staff would 
shew cubits and perhaps hand-breadths, and the division of the latter into four by eye 
would give the fingers accurately enough if the rod did not shew them'. I judge the 
drawing therefore to be the reduced plan of an existent construction. 
The next natural inquiry is whether the plan is to scale and, if so, what degree 
of accuracy has been reached. It is true that no examples of architectural scale-drawing 
in the modern sense have come down to us from the ancient world or indeed from any 
but a comparatively modern date, and that the few Egyptian plans known to us are 
neither self-consistent nor found correct when they can be checked by the originals2. 
Nevertheless the promising aspect of this drawing tempts us to a fresh study. We 
know from evidence drawn from the pyramid temples of Abusir and Lisht, and more 
recently from studies made by Mr Mackay and myself in the Theban tombs, that the 
Egyptian draughtsman knewv how to transfer pictures by the use of co-ordinate lines 
formed into a network of squares. We know also that he was able by the same means 
to draw a figure on any given scale with sufficient exactitude. It is a question, there- 
fore, whether, if an Egyptian scribe had set out to make a plan to strict scale, he would 
not have tried to employ a network of squares and perhaps have been deterred by the 
impossibility of a sufficiently fine reticulation. In the case of a temple-plan recently 
published by me, however, the drawing (probably largely or completely imaginative) 
seems to be based on simple co-ordinate lines which roughly divide the rectangular 
field3. It was, therefore, not so much the failure of mental endowment or inventiveness 
that checked advance, but the lack of material whereon a scale drawing of sufficient 
size could be properly laid down and of the finely divided rules which are necessary 
where minute precision is called for. We must also remember that in the absence of 
the device of separate drawings for ground-plan, elevation and sections, the Egyptian 
was still faced by the necessity of adding the third dimension in figures after all, unless 
he adopted such crude and confusing makeshifts as laying out the doors on their backs 
to give the elevation. Yet since in the present case the surface invites the finest line, 
deftness is manifest, exactitude at least affected, and the reduction not irnmoderately 
small, the question may still be pressed "Is the drawing to scale ?" 
The first essay is encouraging. Taking the length of the larger space enclosed in 
double lines with the docket "29 cubits," we find the reduction works out to one 
225th, which is exactly one eighth of a finger (nearly one eighth of an inch) to the 
cubit. This was probably the limit to which the finest Egyptian measuring rods were 
sub-divided, and is the natural unit to take in plotting a large area. Of course "two 
1 Measuring cords marked by knots apparently about a fathom apart are shewn in use in Tombs 
38, 69, 75. 
2 Unless there were older plans which have not come down to us, architectural drawing, as we now 
understand it, dates from the earlier days of the Italian Renaissance (end of the fifteenth century), though 
a few mediaeval plans of details are also to scale. This summary statement I owe to the kindness of 
Reginald Blomfield, Esq., P.R.I.B.A., to whose book "Architectural Drawing and Draughtsmell" the 
interested reader is referred. 
3 Ancient Egypt, 1917, p. 21. The forecourt takes two units of length, the hypostyle hall four, 
the rear building three, the sanctuaries half a unit. Transverse measurements seem based on divisions 
and subdivisions of the breadth into three parts. 
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196 N. DE GARIS DAVIES 
finger-breadths " could not possibly be plotted on this reduction and this is a reason, 
other than the miistrust of line lengths, for inserting the mneasurements also in writing, 
a safeguard which is permiitted even in the best modern planls. 
When the question of the self-consistency of the plan is broached, the results 
are much less satisfactory. Taking the 29-cubit measurem-ent as the standard 
we have 
I Breadth of above (2)3 cubits as drawn,. Exact (doubling the dista-nce to the 
enclosure 2 hands twice Il m -edian line) 
2 fingers cubits 
(23 -5 cubits) 
2 Top breadth of 1 0 cubits as drawn 71 Correct only if it include by error the 
tree planltation breadth of the double li'ne 
3Lower breadth of 10(Il?)cubits as drawn 101 Eleven if the thickness of both limits 
the same be included 
4 Breadth of large 32 cubits as drawn near- Error only explicable if half the 
avenue ly 34 broad black wall ought to have 
come out of the present breadth 
of the avenue 
5 Side of lower en- 21 cubits as driawn just Correct only if read by error as 
closure 4 hands over 20 "20 cubits, 5 hands" 
(i.e. 21+4) 
The plan then is exact enough to admit of its having- been a scale reduction badly 
plotted out. But the impression is that while the larger enclosure was exactly measured 
out as a standard in two dimensions the rest was but carelessly drawvn or put in by 
eye alone. Yet even this degree of approximation is promising on so smnall a scale. 
We find too a fine line laid down along the axis of the plan, to which the lateral lines 
run at right angles; by means of offsets to such co-ordinates a complicated plan could 
be accurately laid down. 
How then does our drawing compare with other examples of a like kind? The 
most important of these, the plan of the tomb of Riamesses IV on papyrus, is by good 
fortune being discussed by Dr Gardiner in this issue. As this dainty drawing also gives 
mneasurements to the fraction of a cubit it is certain that it is not, as is often assumed, 
the plan from which the quarrymen worked. Not only would it then shew abundanit 
signs of wear, but it would be drawn up in looser terms; for the experienced architect 
would know that in excavations in living and faulty roc'k where the work proceeds 
from the ceiling downwards and often on the slope as well, it is iimpossible to work to 
an exact schedule. It must therefore be a plan taken from the tomb as constructed 
and measured, to be used either by undertakers for subsequent interments, by quarrymen 
for the avoidance of irruptions, or by the police for effective surveilla-nce and control. 
Probably it has com-e down to us through much the sam-e channel as the report on the 
spoliation of the. tomnbs. The drawing however does not bear out its promise. Whether 
judged by self-consistency or correspondence with the actual tomb, it does not reach 
the standard even of a sketch-plan. It relies on its lines for information as to shape 
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AN ARCHITECT'S PLAN FROM THEBES 
and proportion and on the hieratic dockets for mensuration. But neither are satisfactory, 
and an error by which ten cubits are given the same length of line as one and a fraction 
is found venial. The scale of reduction appears to be about one twenty-eighth, i.e., one 
finger to the cubit. 
A second plan is drawn on Ostracon No. 25184 of the Cairo Museum. It was 
found by M. Daressy in debris near the tomb of Ramesses NeferkereC (Ramesses IX), 
of which tomb it is now found to be a representation. In this case the scribe was 
seriously handicapped by the size and nature of his material, but this alone would not 
account for the serious faults in the noted measurements and in the drawn lines. As 
the figures are in even cubits only, we may have here a rough plan by which the work 
was actually controlled, although in fact its proportions were much deviated from or 
revised, particularly in the length assigned to the corridors. But it may only be the 
idle sketch of a scribe who, to satisfy his own or others' curiosity, drew on a flake of 
limestone the general disposition and proportions of the tomb. The scale appears to 
be about one to two hundred and twenty, possibly the same scale of one eighth of a 
finger to the cubit which our draughtsman adopted. 
A third simple drawing with indicated measurements is published from an ostracon 
by M. Weill in the Recteil des Travautx, vol. xxxv, p. 89. He interprets it as the plan for 
a corniced pedestal (better perhaps a wooden shrine or casket) which is to be five hand- 
breadths in elevation and four each way in plan. Directions to the apprentice accompany 
it, but M. Weill's interpretation of the difficult passage scarcely carries conviction1. He 
notes that the dimensions as drawn correspond very closely with those given in writing. 
Other documents which may be cited in evidence of the Egyptian power of reducing 
to a small scale large spatial measurements are the two well-known maps of mines in 
the Eastern desert published by LEPSIUS (Auswahl, P1. XXII), and CHABAS (Deux 
papyrus). But no measurements are there given, and the relative distances are probably 
as far from the standard of a scale map as one can well imagine. 
For the interpretation of the constructional features indicated on the plan much 
depends on the question whether a great deal has been broken away at the top. If 
so, what survives may only be the formal entrance to a house and grounds now lost. 
If not, then we appear to have here only the laying out of a river embankment or the 
approach to a landed estate. What is missing on the left was probably a strict counter- 
part of what lies to the right of the axial line running close to the left edge of the 
board. 
The broad expanse of water at the bottom of the picture suggests either a canal 
or the river Nile in good flood, the space between this and the thin parallel line repre- 
senting the sloping bank up which the rising waters will extend. Between this and 
the main boundary or river wall is another strip 32 ells deep, planted with a double 
row of trees behind a low wall. This would not only have an excellent spectacular effect 
but would usefully occupy and strengthen the ground subject to exceptionally high 
inundation. (For an ornamental river frontage, see El Amarna V, PI. V.) The entrance 
to the estate comprises a square enclosure, the centre of which is occupied by a tank 
29 ells long and 23 ells odd broad. It has sloping sides down which and up which 
again half a dozen steps lead in a direct line from the entrance. The tank leaves ten ells 
1 For a satisfactory elucidation see GARDINER, PSBA. vol. xxxvII, p. 181. 
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breadth round it within the enclosure and this space is planted with a row of trees. 
The court is entered on the river side from a forecourt 21 ells, 4 palms, long, which 
extends along the bank almost to the water's edge. In the gateway to this a pedestal 
is set on which a burden or a sacred bark might be deposited preparatory to carrying 
it down the steps. Such a pedestal or altar (though not blocking up the pathway as 
it seems to do here) is a regular feature of artificial ponds in Egyptian scenes, as if 
one and all were intended for use as lakes on which the funeral rites of ferrying across 
the statues of the dead could be performed. The open lines which form the walls of 
the forecourt may indicate stone-work, in contrast to the solid black boundary wall of 
crude brick'. 
Alternative sectional interpretations of the plan 
It may be considered highly arbitrary to describe this rectangular space as a pond 
where no water lines are shewn and when it appears absurd that admission to an 
estate should lie through a tank of water on the summit of a bank. Yet both are 
customary features, as will be seen from El Anmarna I, P1. XXXTT, where the entrance 
to two large buildings lies through tanks of water and where also this provision of 
court and forecourt is seen near these lakes. But, here as well as there, it may be 
noticed that there are side posterns by which admulission may be gained to the space 
beyond the walls without making use of this strange adit. 
Whether or no a principal building was shewn within the park, or beyond a street 
thus gained from the river bank, the plan has evidently nothing in common with the 
drawings in Theban tombs of the house of the deceased set within a formal garden 
among ponds, which are obviously without scale as they are without measurements. 
If the inquiry is pressed whether there is no better clue to the situation and 
character of the Anlage here depicted, I may hazard a suggestion somewhat at variance 
1 In both the plans of royal tombs the walls are marked out in double lines. On the ostracon, 
this breadth, as M. Daressy notes, was filled up with a wash of white paint to define the walls more 
boldly. It was no doubt the same originally on the papyrus, and perhaps also on this board. 
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with the above description. When the board was purchased the New York Expedition 
and Lord Carnarvon were working side by side on the site where Queen Hatshepsut 
sought to rival what her great forerunner of the Eleventh Dynasty had done to connect 
the cliff temples with the watered plain by an avenue of trees and flanking walls. 
One wonders whether the tablet can have come straight from a site whose embellish- 
ment it commemorates, and in which it was preserved as a title deed by which 
boundaries might be restored as each inundation obscured them. The starting point 
of Hatshepsut's processional road has not yet been cleared; that of Mentuhotep lies 
under the cultivated soil or is wholly effaced. Conjecture therefore is free. If we risk 
the identification, the strip of water would stand for the irrigated or flooded plain, or 
perhaps for a canal which may have skirted the desert edge and linked up its temples. 
The entrance to the temple causeway may still have been through a tank such as I have 
described, Or it may be that this interpretation is out, and that we have here a lodge 
or landing stage followed by steps leading up to a guard-house or propylaeum, whence 
again the ascent continues towards the distant temple. A light wall protects trees whose 
roots reach down into the damp sub-soil, and a heavy one guards the road alike against 
excessive inundations and the idle crowd. The suggestion that with the revelation of 
the old processional way there may have been restored to us the original project or 
plan with details now lost, is attractive, and one can only regret that its confirmation 
is among unlikely things'. The missing part may however yet get its message through 
to us. In any case this relic from the draughting desks of Ancient Egypt speaks 
tellingly of the mental proximity of the races most distant from us in time. 
I Since writing the above I have noticed how peculiarly illustrative of our plan is Prisse's restoration 
from existing remains of the canal quay from which the main approach to the temple of Karnak starts 
(L'Art ]Sgyptien, Part II, P1. 34). Even the number of steps is the same. That avenue is almost in line 
with the processional roadd it has been surmised that the latter was designed in 
connection and harmnony with the former. 
Quay of Avenue, Karnak. (After PRISSE, L'Art, II, 34.) 
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. Iv. 
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